Yankees fire first salvo in rivalry with two-hitter

Chien-Ming Wang took a no-hitter into the fifth inning and surrendered just two hits in a complete-game gem as the Yankees beat the Red Sox, 4-1, on Friday at Fenway Park.

Two new commands \graphicCaption and \graphicCaptionRollover are introduced. These two use \graphicxbox and another new command called \opcolorbox.

The above photo has a transparent caption at the bottom. This can be changed to a center or top positioning.

This style of captioning (using a transparent background with text on top) is used not only on the MLB web site, but in magazine layouts as well, for example, in the paper version of TV GUIDE.

The background image and text were taken from www.mlb.com.
Tribe rally falls short after Sabathia struggles

C.C. Sabathia had no answers for Oakland on Friday, allowing 12 hits in a 9-7 loss. The Tribe battled from an eight-run deficit but couldn't catch the A's.

For the next three pages, the caption is hidden in a separate layer. Rollover the photo to see the caption.

We stayed up late watching this rain-delayed game over the Internet. Late inning heroics fell short of the mark.

Photos and descriptions of Indians action obtained from indians.mlb.com.
This was a disappointing game. The opposing team has several of their “stars” out of the line-up due to injuries, and we still could not beat them, thanks to the bad pitching performance of Fausto.

Here the caption is \textit{.85\linewidth}, it is placed at the top and has a right horizontal alignment. Note the 4bp spacing between the caption and the edge of the photo, there are controls for this spacing.
The game on April 13th. My wife watched this while I assembled the new outdoor grill. You can place a transparent border around a caption, as illustrated above. This one goes the width of the image, you can have some separation around the border as well (not illustrated).
A picture of D. P. Story, as depicted circa 2001. He does not look as good now, as then. Even then, his looks were somewhat questionable.

One can use PSTricks, with pst-blur to create a blurred shadow effect. Very nice.
A photo of the High School Science Fair project of my son. The project tested a subject’s reaction time, while talking on a call-phone (hands-on and hands-free) and while distracted. A statistical analysis of the data were performed on the data. The results were inconclusive.

This caption demonstrates that it is possible to create a vertical caption, positioned on the left, right or in the center.